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the Illustrators of the Future
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Primetime
written by Douglas Texter
illustrated by
RANDALL ENSLEY

ABOUT THE ILLUSTRATOR

Randall Ensley was destined to draw outer and inner space.
Born in Melbourne, Florida where his father worked at Cape
Canaveral (now Kennedy Space Center), Randall became a
“fanatic” about astronauts, space travel and science fiction. Soon
he was drawing images of stories he was reading and flights he
was hearing about. He credits great pulp illustrators like Virgil
Finlay as major influences, as well as heaping doses of TV’s
Lost in Space, The Herculoids and Robert Heinlein.
Randall first learned of the Illustrators’ Contest years ago
from former winner Frank Wu through an e-mail exchange. In
2004, he met Wu at Boston’s WorldCon, where Randall received
a Judges’ Choice Award for his illustration “Final Frontier.” But
Randall was still not sure if he was eligible until he contacted us
directly this year. He hopes his appearance in these pages will
open doors to interior illustration projects, his true artistic desire.
Randall lives in Connecticut with his wife, Pam.
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RANDALL ENSLEY

The Sun God at Dawn,
Rising from a Lotus Blossom
written by Andrea Kail
illustrated by
YULIYA KOSTYUK

ABOUT THE ILLUSTRATOR

Yuliya Kostyuk, a citizen of the Ukraine, now lives in
Germany working for a video gaming company. Ever since she
was a young child, she wanted to be an artist and illustrator. She
loves creating artwork on the computer, but also enjoys working
in other mediums as well and wishes to realize her dream to be a
full-time artist/illustrator.
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YULIYA KOSTYUK

The Frozen Sky
written by Jeff Carlson
illustrated by
BOGDAN STETSENKO

ABOUT THE ILLUSTRATOR

Bogdan Stetsenko, another talented artist from Kiev,
Ukraine, has proven that dedication to a goal can pay off.
He has entered the contest seven times since 2002, has been a
semifinalist twice, a finalist once and is now a contest winner.
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BOGDAN STETSENKO

The Stone Cipher
written by Tony Pi
illustrated by
LARS EDWARDS

ABOUT THE ILLUSTRATOR

The oldest (and admittedly most hyperactive) of three
children, Lars Edwards was an animated shooting star from the
get-go. He took private classes from “Mr. Cook,” a local artist,
where he began drawing comic book characters. But it was one of
Mr. Cook’s sons, Barry, director of Disney’s Mulan, who
inspired Lars at age twelve to decide to be a professional
animator.
As a high school sophomore, Lars was accepted to Tennessee’s
Governor School for the Arts, a month-long, University summer
arts and cultural immersion program. In his senior year, Lars
won the national American Visions award from the Scholastic
Arts and Writing Competition and had his work displayed at the
renowned Corcoran Gallery in Washington, DC. In 2000, he
received a scholarship from the prestigious Rhode Island
School of Design to study animation and illustration. Lars has
since realized his animation dream; his credits include Time
Warp Trio, Squidbillies, 12 Oz Mouse and Comedy Central’s
Freakshow.
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LARS EDWARDS

Obsidian Shards
written by Aliette de Bodard
illustrated by
MARCUS COLLINS

ABOUT THE ILLUSTRATOR

As a young boy, Marcus Alexander Collins always was
interested in the visual arts around him. He spent much of his
childhood in Miami, Florida attending art workshops and
drawing. In his early teens, he auditioned and was later accepted
into a magnet art program for middle schoolers which introduced
Marcus to various artistic techniques and use of materials. He
repeated the process for high school and was accepted into
Design and Architecture Senior High (DASH)—devoted entirely
to the visual arts.
At DASH, Marcus majored in industrial design, which
emphasized the fundamentals of perspective and encouraged
strong drawing technique. For the summer of his junior year,
Marcus was selected to attend a two-week workshop at Art
Center College of Design in Pasadena, California. Inspired by
the workshop and the high level of the work he saw, Marcus
made Art Center his number one choice after high school. This
year will be his third year as a full-time student at Art Center,
where he majors in product design with a strong focus in
entertainment design.
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MARCUS COLLINS

Ripping Carovella
written by Kim Zimring
illustrated by
ARTEM MIROLEVICH

ABOUT THE ILLUSTRATOR

Artist Artem Mirolevich’s world is filled with heroes and
villains, the ordinary and the mythic: dwellers of Babylon, lost
soldiers of Alexander, Einstein, samurai warriors, urban legends,
time travelers, and scientists of subterranean worlds. Artem’s
multidimensional view comes from his own experiences. Born in
Minsk, Russia, his family settled in Buffalo, New York when he
was seventeen. New York City beckoned next, where he became
a scholarship student at the School of Visual Arts. During a
semester’s study in Amsterdam, his sense of architecture and
culture blossomed as he found himself creating images of a
post-apocalyptic city submerged under water. Next were
extended journeys through the Middle East and Europe, which
further broadened and shaped his perceptions and world vision.
For Artem, each picture tells a story. The movement of the
story is carried throughout the piece by the movement of the
characters and the fluidity of watercolor, his favorite medium.
Artem resides in Brooklyn, New York, its own microcosm of
world traditions and culture.
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ARTEM MIROLEVICH

Our Last Words
written by Damon Kaswell
illustrated by
AMELIA MAMMOLITI

ABOUT THE ILLUSTRATOR

The list of creative filmmakers, game producers, and concept
artists who have inspired illustrator Amelia Mammoliti’s work
may seem endless, but she points to one person as her primary
influence: Phantom of the Opera author Gaston Leroux.
“He’s had a very interesting influence on the meanings of my
illustrations,” she says. And though she has many interests, she
admits her only real hobby is illustration.
Sacramento-born and raised in Southern California’s Simi
Valley, Amelia’s been drawing since her teens. It was her father
who first told her of the Illustrators of the Future Contest when
she was just 16. Amelia remembered that advice years later
when she entered art school, taking the chance to land in these
pages. To get inspired, Amelia spends a lot of time with her head
in the clouds creating scenarios or images to work with, then
simply gets to work drawing them. She lives with her husband in
California.
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AMELIA MAMMOLITI

Saturn in G Minor
written by Stephen Kotowych
illustrated by
RANDALL ENSLEY

ABOUT THE ILLUSTRATOR

Randall Ensley was destined to draw outer and inner space.
Born in Melbourne, Florida where his father worked at Cape
Canaveral (now Kennedy Space Center), Randall became a
“fanatic” about astronauts, space travel and science fiction. Soon
he was drawing images of stories he was reading and flights he
was hearing about. He credits great pulp illustrators like Virgil
Finlay as major influences, as well as heaping doses of TV’s
Lost in Space, The Herculoids and Robert Heinlein.
Randall first learned of the Illustrators’ Contest years ago
from former winner Frank Wu through an e-mail exchange. In
2004, he met Wu at Boston’s WorldCon, where Randall received
a Judges’ Choice Award for his illustration “Final Frontier.” But
Randall was still not sure if he was eligible until he contacted us
directly this year. He hopes his appearance in these pages will
open doors to interior illustration projects, his true artistic desire.
Randall lives in Connecticut with his wife, Pam.
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RANDALL ENSLEY

By the Waters of the Ganga
written by Stephen Gaskell
illustrated by
ARTEM MIROLEVICH

ABOUT THE ILLUSTRATOR

Artist Artem Mirolevich’s world is filled with heroes and
villains, the ordinary and the mythic: dwellers of Babylon, lost
soldiers of Alexander, Einstein, samurai warriors, urban legends,
time travelers, and scientists of subterranean worlds. Artem’s
multidimensional view comes from his own experiences. Born in
Minsk, Russia, his family settled in Buffalo, New York when he
was seventeen. New York City beckoned next, where he became
a scholarship student at the School of Visual Arts. During a
semester’s study in Amsterdam, his sense of architecture and
culture blossomed as he found himself creating images of a
post-apocalyptic city submerged under water. Next were
extended journeys through the Middle East and Europe, which
further broadened and shaped his perceptions and world vision.
For Artem, each picture tells a story. The movement of the
story is carried throughout the piece by the movement of the
characters and the fluidity of watercolor, his favorite medium.
Artem resides in Brooklyn, New York, its own microcosm of
world traditions and culture.
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ARTEM MIROLEVICH

Pilgrimage
written by Karl Bunker
illustrated by
P E T E R TO W N

ABOUT THE ILLUSTRATOR

There once was a boy named Town,
who grew up with trees all around.
In a house built of hand
by his mom and his dad,
lived two brothers, three sisters and friends.
Across three wooded acres they played,
seeing empires and dynasties made.
If that wasn’t enough,
they all loved his art stuff
and that led him to draw more again.
Peter Town’s youthful adventures took place in Northern
California’s Sonoma County and included a passion for comic
books. As his artistic style emerged, he became intrigued by the
black-and-white work of Aubrey Beardsley. Other influences
included John Byrne, Alan Davis and John Buscema. He’s
currently working towards a master’s degree in cultural
anthropology and hopes to finish within a few years. Peter lives
in Sacramento with his wife, Leslie, and their two-year-old
daughter, Penelope Elizabeth, who keeps his illustration pace quite
quick while trying to add her own creative touches.
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PETER TOWN

The Gas Drinkers
written by Edward Sevcik
illustrated by
GEIR LANESSKOG

ABOUT THE ILLUSTRATOR

After Geir Lanesskog moved, changed jobs and got married all
in the same year (2000), he was determined to become more than
just his tech job. So he bought a bunch of illustration programs and
taught himself to create 3D art. Seven years and three hundred
renderings later, he says he might just be getting somewhere.
Born in Bergen, Norway, Geir moved to the States when he
was five. He now holds a history degree and an MBA. Geir also
works as an infrastructure systems architect. Though he spends
hours on computer art, it’s relaxing for him compared to
minding expensive servers at work in front of yet another
computer. Geir’s been fascinated by SF all his life, enthralled as
much by the artwork in movies and mags as the stories.
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GEIR LANESSKOG

The Phlogiston Age
written by Corey Brown
illustrated by
BRYAN BEUS

ABOUT THE ILLUSTRATOR

Raised near Salt Lake City, Utah, and its Great Salt Lake,
Bryan “Beaux” Beus was originally headed toward a career in
music. During junior high and high school, Bryan performed as
a jazz saxophonist, doing his best impressions of greats like
Charlie Parker and Ray Smith. After enrolling at Brigham Young
University to study music, Bryan felt something wasn’t quite right
about his musical pursuits. He took a break from his studies to move
to Russia to perform a two-year, faith-based service mission.
While in Russia, Bryan taught people about strengthening
families, avoiding drugs and alcohol, faith, and the English
language. On his return home, his best friend gave him a “how
to draw” book by British illustrator Quentin Blake: it was love at
first sight. Three years later, at twenty-four, Bryan has been
drawing all day, every day, and can’t think of anything he’d
rather spend his life doing. He hopes to become an illustrator for
science fiction and fantasy book covers and children’s books,
and he wants to pursue a career as a fine artist of realism, figures
and landscapes.
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BRYAN BEUS

Mask Glass Magic
written by John Burridge
illustrated by
LORRAINE SCHLETER

ABOUT THE ILLUSTRATOR

Star Trek nerd and anime convention goer Lorraine Schleter
has been making people chuckle for nearly a decade with her
fanciful comic strip illustrations. Since her farm-town roots of
Fort Branch, Indiana, Lorraine began cartooning in middle
school (now just designing t-shirts for their annual events and
festivals). Throughout high school she drew her own series of
comic books called Slightly Better Than Average. Not
surprisingly, Lorraine now has a weekly comic strip called
Undergrads running at Indiana University where she’s a student.
Currently, Lorraine is illustrating a children’s book, author
Tim Landry’s Jo-Jo’s Kingdom. Her goal is to graduate in
three years and to follow her graphics bliss to Indianapolis or
New York.
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LORRAINE SCHLETER
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